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In October HUD’s Office of the Inspector General released their report which telegraphs 
what changes to the HECM we may see in 2019.


If you were to ask ten HECM professionals what their outlook was for 2019, you would 
likely get ten different answers. Of all the responses one were to receive the most 
honest and realistic would be- expect more change.  
 
There’s been much talk in the media of Inspector Generals recently- most of it centered 
on the political war that rages in the wake of alleged Russian collusion in the Trump 
administration and also the Inspector General (IG) investigations into the Department of 
Justice and the intelligence community. . However, what most may not know is that all 
major federal agencies have a functioning IG who serve as watchdogs to ensure that 
the best interests of the government and taxpayers are served. On October 15, 2018 
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Inspector General’s office 
released their report outlining 6 challenges facing the agency. 


Of the six the most troubling and problematic are the continued risks to FHA’s Mutual 
Mortgage Insurance fund, which backs both HECM and traditional FHA loans. The OIG 
states that HUD is presently lacks sufficient safeguards to prevent loan servicers that 
fail to meet foreclosure and conveyance deadlines from incurring holding costs which 
are passed onto HUD. It is estimated these delays cost the agency $2.23 billion in 
‘unreasonable and unnecessary’ holding costs in a five year period. While not 
specifically mentioning HECMs it’s not a stretch to believe these issues plague both 
traditional and HECM loans. This comes as no surprise considering our recent report 
and an article in HousingWire which reveals a number of illegitimate occupants 
continue to remain in properties with a reverse mortgage; many times years after the 
borrower has moved, passed away, or in some cases even rented the property to 
another party. In other instances, heirs have reported considerable delays in getting a 
deed in lieu of foreclosure processed or waiting over 5 months for an appraiser to 
come to the property so the family can arrange for a purchase. While noncompliant 
occupancy of HECM properties is not specifically addressed, the report does cite 
delayed property claim reporting by servicers and/or lenders. 
 
There’s no question that the HECM is flashing brightly on the radar of government 
watchdogs as evidenced in the report which reveals large losses attributed to the 
reverse mortgages. “This trend would indicate that the negative performance would 
accelerate as the larger volumes mature”, said the report. In other words, as loans 
terminate from the years with record loan volume, expect the losses to mount 
significantly. The OIG also found the HECM is ripe for fraud due to its complex nature 
and suggests more rule changes. One of those changes would reexamine HECM 
counseling by the phone, which the majority of applicants choose for convenience. 
Such a practice, says the OIG, leaves counselors with no way to verify if they are in 
fact speaking with the borrower, another party, or if the homeowner is being coached. 
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https://www.hudoig.gov/sites/default/files/2018-11/TMC%20-%20FY%202019.pdf
https://hecmworld.com/reverse-mortgage-news/hecm-risks-property-absent-borrower-occupant/
https://www.housingwire.com/articles/47670-do-reverse-mortgages-have-occupancy-issues
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With family members accounting for the majority of elder financial abuse, the IG 
recommends closer oversight. Inflated appraisals are addressed as well. The report 
cites that in some cases appraisers claimed the property values had appreciated 
60-100% while other nearby properties only appreciated modestly by 3-4%. One 
would agree those are egregious but likely isolated incidents. 


What does all this mean for HECM lenders and future borrowers? Expect to see some 
significant changes announced via mortgagee letter early in 2019 focused on 
verification or limitations to HECM counseling by phone, increased oversight and 
improved systems to decrease property disposition times, and additional guidelines for 
appraisers and loan servicers. That said, the business is of prognostication in the 
HECM industry is flawed one at best, but the recent Inspector General report does 
provide some essential indications.
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